
Silent Key Last Call 
 
There are many variables in this script. I will explicitly name the club call and name. I recommend 
filling in the values before presenting this on the air. 
The names to replace are wrapped in <> and are: 

 <net_call>, this is the call of the net control station 
 <last_caller>, this is the call of the person making the last call, that will assume the call of 

W4CAE 
 <sk_call>, this is the call of the silent key 
 <sk_call phonetic>, this is the call of the silent key in phonetics (alfa, lima, charlie) 
 <sk_name>, this is the name of the silent key 

 
----------------------------------------------------------- SCRIPT BEGINS ------------------------------------------------------- 
 
This is net control, <net_call> ____________ , turning net control to W4CAE for the last call 
 
This is <last_caller> ____________ , I will now assume control as W4CAE for the Columbia Amateur 
Radio Club Sunday night net 
 
It is with a sad heart and profound sense of loss, my duty to inform the net of the silent key, 
<sk_name> ________________________  , <sk_call phonetic> ________________________  
<sk_call> ____________ 
 
<sk_name> ________________________, <age> ____________, of <city> ____________ , South 
Carolina passed away <date Tuesday, January 3, 2023> ________________________. This will be the 
last call for <sk_name> ________________________, <sk_call> ____________ 
(Release mic) 
 
On behalf of Columbia Amateur Radio Club Sunday night net, and on behalf of all amateurs 
worldwide, this is W4CAE, calling <sk_call> ____________. (Release mic) 
 
Calling <sk_call> ____________ (release mic) 
 
Calling <sk_call phonetic> ________________________ (release mic) 
 
Last call <sk_call> ____________ (release mic) 
 
73 <sk_name> ________________________, may you rest in peace, you will be missed. On behalf of 
many in the Columbia Amateur Radio Club and in the amateur radio community, our thoughts and 
prayers go out to the family and friends of <sk_name> <sk_call> at this sad time. This is W4CAE, 
returning the net back to net control 


